AURORA ST. LUKE’S SOUTH SHORE
PARKING GUIDELINES

Parking Plan:
All faculty and nursing students are requested to complete a license plate information form for each vehicle that is to be parked at ASLSS. The Public Safety Department will facilitate all information, as well as issue decals. It is the responsibility of faculty and nursing students to insure their issued decal is clearly displayed on the inside rear (drivers side) windshield of each vehicle.

First Shift Hours (Refer to Map attached)
For parking purposes first shift hours will be considered any shift that starts between 03:00-15:00.
All faculty and nursing students working first shift hours will utilize the following parking lots:
A. Hately Parking Lot (Located across the Street – West Side)
B. Henry Street Angle Parking/Boiler Room Parking (South side of building)
C. South Parking Lot (adjacent to Loading Dock).
D. NO Parking in North (Main) Lot, East Lot, West Lot or ER Lot.
Having an ID/access card and or a car decal does not guarantee you a parking space.

Second Shift Hours (Refer to Map attached)
For parking purposes second shift hours will be considered any shift that starts at 11:00-23:00.
All faculty and nursing students working second shift hours will utilize the following parking lots:
A. East Lot
B. South Parking Lot (adjacent to the Loading Dock)
C. Henry Street Angle Parking/Boiler Room Parking
D. NO Parking in North (Main) Lot, West Lot or ER lot.
Having an ID/access card and or a car decal does not guarantee you a parking space.

Unless visiting or being treated in the Emergency Department NO faculty or nursing student should park in the Emergency Department Lot at any time (Unless having a Doctor or P.A. hanging tag).
The Main and West Lots will also be made available to faculty and nursing students on Weekends and Holidays.

*Unauthorized Parking – will result in parking citations (Aurora), police tickets (after first Aurora), towing, disciplinary action and/or loss of your parking privileges

Public Safety Services recommends that you lock your vehicle at all times. St. Luke’s South Shore and Aurora Health Care assumes no liability for theft or damage related to your vehicle while it is parked on Aurora property or on the surrounding city streets. ID’s, access cards, decals and hang-tags remain the property of Aurora Health Care.

THE PATIENTS AND VISITORS APPRECIATE YOUR COOPERATION IN THIS MATTER.
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